FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sakurai Presents the Art and Adventure of Screen Printing at PRINT 17

(SCHAUMBURG, IL) Sakurai, the global leader in sheet-fed screenprinting technology will introduce the MS-102AX cylinder screen press to the North American market in Booth 857 at PRINT 17. First launched at the Sakurai Factory Open House in Gifu, Japan last April, the new press is an upgraded version of Sakurai’s most popular MS-102All cylinder screen press.

Upgraded features of the new MS-102AX include a motorized squeegee pressure control system, larger display, optional ink dispensing system and more. The 29 5/8” x 41 1/2” ultra-high precision Maestro 102AX operates at speeds up to 4,000 IPH and accepts stock from .003” to .032” thick. The Maestro is capable of printing on a wide range of substrates such as plastic film for electronic applications, membrane switches, display panels, touch screens, etc., as well as paper, board and foil. Accurate spot coating and special effects are handled easily for value-added features.

The MS-102AX is the screen press of choice for a myriad of specialty printing applications such as:

>Specialty effects finishing
>Glitter and soft touch
>Flood and spot coating

**New Sakurai Oliver 66 RCS Rotary Die-Cutter**

Sakurai will also demonstrate its new rotary die-cutter, which performs die-cutting, creasing, complicated perforation processing and numbering in the vertical or horizontal position at rated speeds up to 10,000 IPH. Ideal for short or long runs, the 66RC accepts sheets up to 18.5” x 26”. Standard equipment includes: anti-static bar, preset counter, ele3ctic miss sheet detector ultrasonic and mechanical double sheet detectors, sheet pile board sideways moving and a feeder pre-loading system.

“At PRINT 17, Sakurai will be conducting live demonstrations of our new MS-102AX screen press line equipped with our industry partner’s Natgraph Electronic UV dryer and stacker as well as the new Sakurai rotary die-cutter,” said David Rose, General Manager, Sakurai USA, Inc. “We are anticipating an excellent, well-attended show and expect booth visitors, including general commercial and packaging printers as well as screen printers and trade binderies to look to Sakurai for specialty effects finishing, drying and curing solutions”.
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To learn more about any of the featured Sakurai equipment at Print 17, please visit www.sakurai-print 17 or contact:

David Rose, General Manager; david@sakurai.com  C 708.341.9493 O 847.490.9400 x202

Brian Johnson, Regional Sales Manager; brian@sakurai.com  C 847.363.6861 O. 847.490.9400 X206

###

Sakurai offers a family of sheetfed offset and cylinder screen presses for every size and need. Fully automated Sakurai sheetfed offset presses are available in two thru eight-color configurations in widths from 20” X 26” to 23 5/8 x 31 1/8” with coating and perfecting. Sakurai ultra high precision cylinder screen presses are available in sizes from 20½” X 28½” to 48” X 63”. Sakurai presses are distributed in the U.S, Canada, Mexico and Central America by Sakurai USA, backed by an Experienced Dealer Network, responsive customer support, service, parts and training.
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Sakurai MS-102AX equipped with a Natgraph UV dryer and stacker

Sakurai Oliver 66 RCS Rotary Die-Cutter